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representative in your area,'This procedu re w ill assure
you the fastest possible service . Please include the
instrument Type (or Part Rl τι rriber3 - αηd Ser i al o r
Mod el Number ινίΙh all requests for parts or service .

Speci f ications and price change privileges reserved.
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Introduction

	

TABLE 1-1 (cost)

The 7Α15 vertical amplifier plug-in unit is designed for
use with Tektronix 7000-series Oscilloscopes. The

	

7A15 is α

	

Characteristic

	

Performance
wideband general purpose amplifier, with the upper fre-

	

Frequency R esponse

	

7500-series

	

7700-series
quency limit determined mainly by the oscilloscope in

	

System Dependent

	

Oscillosco pe

	

Oscillosco pe
which it is used . For exam ple, the 7Α 15 used with the 7504

	

Upper Bandwidth

	

60 MHz

	

75 MHzoscilloscope will h ave α System Bandwidth of 60 mega-
hertz ; and when used with the 7704 oscilloscope, the

	

(DC Coupled)
system bandwidth will be 75 megahertz. Α POLARITY

	

Lower Bandwidthswitch provides α means of inverting the disp lay. The 7Α 15
can be operated in any plug-in compartment of the 7000-

	

(AC Coupled )
series oscilloscopes .

	

Without Probe

	

2 hertz or less

This instrument will meet the electrical characteristics
listed in Table 1-1 following complete calibration as given
in Section 5. The performance check procedure given in
Section 5 provides α convenient method of checking instru-
ment performance without making internal adjustments.

SECTION 1
SPECIFICA ΤΙΟΝ

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of the manual.

The following electrical characteristics are valid over the

	

Capacitance

	

20 picofarads within 1 .5 picofarad
stated environmental range for instruments calibrated at an
ambient temperature of +2ρ°ς to +30°C, and after α five

	

R and C Product

	

Within 1°/ο over all deflection factor
minute warmup unless otherwise noted .

	

settings

Deflection Factor
Calibrated Range

GAIN

Characteristic

Gain R atio
Accuracy

Uncalibrated
(Variable)

TABLE 1-1

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Performance

5 mV/div to 5 V/div ; 10 steps in α
1, 2, 5 sequence.

Within 2% of GAIN adjusted at 10
mV/d iv .

W ith Ρ6053 Probe Ι 0.2 hertz or less

Maximum Input

	

500 V (DC + Peak AC) . AC com-
Voltage

	

I ponent 1 kHz or less .

Input R and C

Resistance

	

1 1 megohm within 2°/ο

7Α15

Maximum Input

	

0.5 nanoampere or less, 0°C to
Gate Current

	

~ +35°C.

2 nanoam pere or less, +35 °C to
+50°C.

Displaye d Noise

	

0.06 division or less at 5 mV/div
(Tangentially

	

measured in 7700-series oscillo-
Measured) scope.

DC Drift

Drift With Time
(Ambient Tem-
perature and
Line Voltage
Constant)

Continuously variable between cali-
brated steps; extends deflection
factor to at least 12.5 V/d iv .

Short Term

	

250

	

microvolts/minute

	

(P-P)

	

or
Permits adjustment of deflection

	

0.05 d ivision (whichever is greater)
factor for all 7000-series oscillo-

	

in any one minute, after one hour
scopes .

	

warmup.

 



Specification-7A15

Characteristic

Long Term

Drift With
Ambient Tem-
perature (Line
Voltage Constant

TABLE 1-1 (cont)

	

TABLE 1-2

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Performance

250 microvolts/hour (P-P) or 0.05
division (whichever is greater) in
any one hour, after one hour
warmup .

Refer to the Specification for the associated oscilloscope .

100 microvolt/degree centigrade or

	

TABLE 1-3

less .

	

PHYSICAL

Fits all 7000-series plug-in compartments .

 



SECTION 2
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

General

	

IDENTI FY

	

When pressed , deflects trace up-

The 7Α15 vertical p lug-in units operates with α Tek-

	

ward for identification and changes

tronix 7000-series oscilloscope and α 7 Β__ series time-base

	

CRT

	

read out

	

to

	

the

	

word

unit to form α complete oscilloscope system . To effectively

	

"IDENTI FY" .

use the 7Α 15, the operation and capabilities of th e instru-
ment should be known . This section describes th e operation

	

POLARITY
of the front-panel controls, gives first-time operation and
general operating information, and lists some measurement

	

+UP

	

Α ροpitive-ce s α signal at the IN-
PUT

	

rodu s

	

positive deflectiontechniques using the amplifier.

	

on the CRT .

Installation

	

INVERT

	

Inverts d isplay . Α negative-going
The 7Α15 is designed to operate in α vertical plug-in

	

signal at the INPUT produces α
compartment of Tektronix 7000-series oscilloscopes . For

	

positive deflection on the CRT .
Χ-Υ operation, the 7Α15 may also be installed in α horizo n-
tal plug-in compartment (refer to th e Oscilloscope Instruc-

	

COUPLI NG
tion Manual for information on Χ-Υ operation) . To install

	

AC

	

Capacitively couples the input sig-
the 7Α15 into α plug-in compartment, push it in u ntil it is

	

ηαΙ to the vertical amplifier .
seated flush against the front panel of the oscilloscope. To
remove, pull the release latch to disengage the 7Α 15 from

	

GND

	

Disconnects the input signal fromthe oscilloscope . Continue to pull the release latch to re-

	

the amp lifier and ground s the am
move the u nit from the oscilloscope.

	

p lifier

	

input .

	

Allows

	

the

	

input
coupling capacitor to be charged to
the DC voltage applied to the IN-

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS

	

PUT connector.

All controls required for operation of the 7Α 15 are lo-

	

DC

	

The signal is directly coupled to the
cated on the front panel of the unit . Α brief descr iption of

	

amplifier .
the function or operation of the front panel controls
follows. More detailed information is given under General

	

GAIN

	

Screwd river ad justment permitsOperating I nformation .

	

Adjustment

	

calibration of deflection factor .

VOLTS/DIV	Selectscalibrated vertical deflection
factor from 5 mV/d iv to 5 V/d iv in
α 1, 2, 5 sequence .

VAR IABLE

	

Provides uncalibrated variable d e
( VOLTS/DIV)

	

flection factors . E xtend s the
h ighest deflection factor to at least
12 .5 V/d iv . Push knob in and re-
lease to activate ; the knob moves
outward from the VOLTS/DIV
control when activated .

VAR BAL

	

Screwd river adju stment permits
Ad justment

	

balancing of the amplifier for
minimum trace sh ift wh ile rotating
the VARIABLE control.

I N PUT

	

BNC connector for applying exter-
Connector

	

ηαΙ signals .

General

FIRST-TIME OPERATION

7Α15

When sh ipped from the factory, the 7Α 15 has been cali-
POSITION	Controlsvertical position of oscillo-

	

brated to meet the specifications listed in Section 1 and is
scope d is play.

	

ready to be used with an indicator oscilloscope .

 



Operating Instructions-7A15

The following steps demonstrate th e basic operation of
the controls of the 7Α 15 . It is recommended that this pr o-
cedure be followed comp letely for familiarization with the
instrument . Operation of the oscilloscope and time-base
unit is described in the instruction manual for these units.

Setup I nformation

1 . Insert the 7Α15 i nto α vertical plug-in compartment
of α 7000-series oscilloscope .

2. Insert α 713--series time-base unit into α horizontal
plug-in compartment.

2-2

3. Set the controls as follows:

	

Fig. 2-1. Oscilloscope display when checking amplifier Gain .

7Α15 ( Left Vert compartment)
POSITION

	

Midrange
POLARITY +UP
VO LTS/DIV	10mV
COUPLI NG DC
VARIABLE	CAL IN

713511 (Β Horiz compartment)
Level/Slope

	

Centered on positive slope
Triggering
Mode

	

Ρ-Ρ Au to
Coupling

	

AC
Source

	

I nt
Time/Div

	

1 ms
Variable (Time/Div)

	

Cal In
Magnifier

	

Χ 1
Β Delay Mode

	

I ndependent
Position

	

Midrange

7504 (Indicator Oscilloscope)
Vertical Mode

	

Left
Horizontal Mode

	

Β
Β Intensity

	

CCW
Calibrator

	

1 kHz, 40 mV
Β Trigger Source

	

Left Vert

4 . Connect the oscilloscope to α power source wh ich
meets the voltage and frequency requirements of the oscil-
loscope power supply .

7 . Connect the Calib rator output to the 7Α15 INPUT
connector.

8. Check the CRT display for four divisions of vertical
deflection (see Fig. 2-1) . If necessary, ad just the front panel
GAIN for four d ivisions of vertical deflection .

9. Press the ID ENTI FY button and check that the dis-
play moves upward about 0.3 divisions. Also check that the
read out information on the CRT is replaced by the word
"IDENTI FY".

10 . Press and release the VARIABLE control to its out-
ward position . Turn the VA RIABLE control fully cou nter-
clockwise, and check for 1 .6 d ivisions or less display ampli-
tude. Press the VA RIABLE control to the CAL IN position .

11 . Change the VOLTS/DIV to 0.1 V, Calibrator Volts
to 0.4 V and the Triggering Source to Ext . Connect the
Calibrator output through α "Τ" connector to the time base
Ext Trig In and the 7Α15 I NPUT con nector . Set the
POLARITY switch to INVERT to display the opposite
polarity of the square wave .

Th is completes the basic operating procedure for the
7Α15 . I nstrument operations not exp lained here or opera-
tions wh ich need further explanation are discussed under
General Operating I nformation.

5. Turn the oscilloscope power on and allow about 5

	

CONTROL SETUP C HART
minutes warmup.

Figure 2-2 shows the front panel of the 7Α15 . This chart
can be reproduced and used as α front panel record for

6 . Advance the Β Intensity until α free-r u nning trace is

	

special measurements, app lications or procedures, or it may
observed . Ad just the Positio n controls to center the trace

	

be used as α training aid for familiarization with this instru-
οη the CRT.

	

ment.

 



7Α15 TE ST SET- UP CHART

σ»οί ~ορρν
POSITION

VAR BAL

INPUT

imp
20 pF

ΤΕΚΤRΟΝΙ%®

7Α75

POLARITY
Π + UP

-/INVERT

VARIABLE (CAL IN)
VOLTS/DIV

Ί- Ί AC

GND

υ DC

AMPLIF I ER

Fig. 2-2. 7Α15 control setup chart.

Operating Instructions-7A15
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Operating Instructions-7A15

G ENERAL OPERATING I NFORMATION

	

The GND position is also used to pre-charge the coup ling
capacitor to the average level of the signal applied to the

Signal Connection

	

I NPUT connector. The pre-ch arge network allows the input

In general, probes offer the most convenient means of

	

coupling capacitor to charge to th e DC source voltage level

connecting α signal to the input of the 7Α 15 . Tektronix

	

when the COUPL I NG switch is set to GND .

probes are sh ielded to prevent p ickup of electrostatic inter-
ference . Α 10Χ attenuator probe offers α h igh inpu t im-

	

Thepedance and allows the circuit under test to operate very

	

procedure for using th is feature is as follows:

close to normal operating cond itions . However, α 10Χ
probe also attenuates th e input signal ten times.

	

1 . Before connecting the signal containing α DC com-
ponent to the 7Α 15 INPUT, set the COUPLING switch to
GND. Then connect the signal to the I NPUT connector.

In high-frequency applications req uiring maximum over-
all bandwidth , use α coaxial cable terminated at both ends
in the ch aracteristic impedance of the cable . To maintain
the h igh-frequency characteristics of the app lied signal, use
h igh-quality low-loss cable . R esistive coaxial attenuators
can be used to minimize reflections if the applied signal has
suitab le amplitude.

Input Coupling

The AC-G N D-DC lever switch allows α choice of input
coupling . The type of d isp lay desired determines the mode
of inpu t cou pling used . The DC position can be used for
most applications . However, if the DC component of the
signal is much larger than the AC component, the AC
position will probably provide α better d isp lay . DC coupling
should be used to d isplay AC signals below about 2 hertz
and squ are waves containing low-frequency components, as
they will be attenuated in the AC position .

Ι η the AC position, the DC component is blocked by α
capacitor in th e input circ u it . The low-frequency response
in the AC position is about 2 hertz (-3 d B point) . There-
fore, some low-frequency attenuation can be expected near
th is frequency limit. Distortion will also appear in square
waveswh ich have low-frequency com ponents .

2-4

2 . Allow about two seconds for the coup ling capacitor
to charge .

3. Reset the COUPLI NG switch to AC. The trace
(display) will remain on the screen and the AC component
of the signal can be measured in the normal manner .

H igh-level low-frequency signals can be connected direc-
tly to the 7Α15 I NPUT connector with short unshielded

	

Deflection Factor
leads using α BNC to Banana Jack Adapter . This meth od
works best for signals below about one kilohertz and deflec-

	

The amou nt of vertical deflection produced by α signal is
tion factors above one volt/divisio n . When th is method is

	

determined by the sig nal amplitude, th e attenuation factor
used , establish α common ground between the 7Α 15 and	of the probe (if any), the setting of the VO LTS/DIV switch
the equipment under test (common ground provi ded by

	

and the setting of the VARIABLE control (if control is in
line cords is usually inadeq uate). Attempt to position the

	

the outward positio n) . The calibrated deflection factors in-
leads away from any source of interference to avoid errors

	

dicated by th e VOLTS/DIV switch app ly only when the
in the display. If interference is excessive with unshielded

	

VARIA BLE control is in the inward (CA L IN) position .
leads, use α coaxial cable or α probe.

The VARIABLE control provides uncalibrated vertical
d eflection between the calibrated settings of the VOLTS/
DI V switch , and extends the maximum deflection factor to
at least 12 .5 volts/d ivision .

The GAIN control, α front-panel screwd river ad justment,
sets the gain of the 7Α 15 in the 10 mV/div position of the
VOLTS/DIV switch . The gain calibration of the unit should
be checked for accu racy prior to mak ing critical measure-
ments, using either the oscilloscope calibrator output or α
standard amplitude calibrator . If ad justment is necessary,
the GAIN should be adju sted with the VO LTS/DIV switch
set to 10 mV .

Variable Balance
To check and/or adjust the VA R BAL, proceed as fol-

lows :

1 . Set the COUPLING to GND and adjust the time-base
The GND position provid es α ground reference at the

	

controls for α free-running trace.
amp lifier in put . The signal app lied to the I NPUT connector
is presented with α one megohm load, wh ile the amplifier
input is grounded . This eliminates the need to externally

	

2. Press and release th e VAR IABLE control to its out-
ground the I NPUT to establish α DC ground reference.

	

ward position.

 



3 . While rotating the VA RIABLE control throughout its
range, adjust the VAR BAL ( α front panel screwdriver ad-
justment) for minimum trace shift (0.5 div or less sh ift as
VA RIABLE control is turned from fully clockwise to fully
counterclockwise) .

Signal Polarity

The POLARITY switch provides α means of inverting
the d isplay . With the POLARITY set to +UP, α positive-
going voltage at the I NPUT produces an upward deflection
of the C RT display . With PO LA R ITY set to I NVERT, α
positive-going voltage at the INPUT will produce α down-
ward deflection of the C R T display . If α symmetrical wave-
form such as the calibrator square-wave is to be observed,
the time-base must be triggered externally to observe the
polarity inversion . Th is is due to the time-base unit trigger
ing on the ind icated slope of the d isplayed waveform when

	

Fig . 2-3 .

	

Oscilloscope display when making Ρ - Ρ voltage measure-
it is trigge red internally .

	

ments .

Display Identification
2 . R eset the COUPL I NG to AC, adju st the time-base

When the 7Α15 ID ENTI FY button is pressed, the CRT

	

triggering controls for α stable d isplay and set the Time/Div
display representing the output of the 7Α15 is deflected

	

to display several cycles of the waveform .
upward about 0.3 division for identification . This feature is
particularly useful in oscilloscopes having multi-trace dis-
plays .

	

3. Set the VO LTS/DIV switch to display about five
vertical divisions of the waveform . Check that the VAR-
IABLE control is in the CAL IN (pushed in) position .

When using an oscilloscope system equipped with the
readout feature, information such as polarity, deflection
factor, etc ., is displayed on the CRT . When the IDEN TIFY
button is pressed, the readout information pertaining to the
7Α15 is replaced by the word "ID ENTI FY" to aid in locat-
ing the 7Α 15 readout when more than one vertical u nit is
used .

The following information describes the procedure
and techniques for making basic measurements with the
amplifier . These app lications are not described in detail
since each application must be adapted to the requirements
of the individual measurement . Familiarity with the 7Α 15
will permit these basic techn iques to be applied to α wide
variety of uses .

Peak-to-Peak Voltage Measurement-AC

	

6. Multiply the d istance (in divisions) measu red in step
5 by the VOLTS/DIV switch settings . Include the attenua-

Το make α peak-to-peak voltage measurement, use the

	

tion factor of the probe being used .
following procedure :

Example : Assume α peak-to-peak vertical deflection of 4.6
1 . With the COUPL I NG set to GND, connect the signal

	

divisons using α 10Χ attenuator probe and α VO LTS/DIV
to the I NPUT connector .

	

setting of 0.5 V.

BASIC APPLICATIONS

Operating Instructions-7A15

4 . With the POSITION control, position the display so
the lower portion of the waveform coincides with one of
the gratic u le lines below the center horizontal reference
line, and the top of the waveform is in the viewing area .
Move the display with the horizontal Position control so
one of the upper peaks is aligned with the center vertical
reference line (see F ig . 2-3) .

5 . Measure the vertical deflection from peak to peak
(divisions) .

NOΤΕ

This technique may also be used to make measure-
ments between two points on the waveform, rather
than peak to peak.

2-5

 



Operating Instructions-7A15

Volts
(peak-to-peak) _

vertical VOLTS/DIV probe
deflection Χ switch Χ attenuation
(divisions) setting factor

Substituting the given values :

Volts (peak-to-peak) = 4.6 Χ 0.5 Χ 10

The peak-to-peak voltage is 23 volts .

Instantaneous Voltage Measurement-DC
To measure the DC level at α given point on α waveform,

	

Fig . 2-4 .

	

Oscilloscope display when measuring i nstantaneous DCuse the following proced ure:

	

level .

1 . Set theCOUPLING to GND and position the trace to
the bottom line of the graticule (or other selected reference
line) . If the voltage to be measured is negative with respect
to ground, position the trace to the top line of the grati-
cule . Do not move the vertical POSITION control after this
reference has been established .

ΝΟΤΕ

To measure α voltage level with respect to a voltage
other than ground, make the following changes to
step 1: Set the COUPL ING to DC and apply the
reference voltage to the INPUT connector, then
position the trace to the reference line.

2. Connect the signal to the INPUT connector.

3. Set the COUPLING to DC (the ground reference can
be checked at any time by setting the COUPLIN G to
GND) .

1 η some app lications, it may be necessary to establish α
set of deflection factors other than those ind icated by the

4. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to display about five ver-

	

VOLTS/DIV switch . This is useful for comparing signals to
tical divisions of the waveform . Check that the VARIABLE

	

α reference signal amplitude. To establish α new set of de-
control is in the CAL IN position . Adjust the time-base

	

flection factors based upon α specific reference am plitu d e,
triggering controls for α stable dis play.

	

proceed as follows:

5 . Measure the vertical distance in divisions between the
reference line and the point on the waveform at which the
DC level is to be measured . F or example, in F ig . 2-4 the
measurement is made between the reference line and point
Α.

EMENEEMEME

M11111111M
ON

MEN MENEM6aRιREE"//"MENEM_MEMEMEMM
7 . Multiply the d istance measured in step 5 by the

VOLTS/DIV switch setting . Include the attenuation factor
of the probe, if any . Example : Assume that the vertical
distance measured is 4.8 divisions, the waveform is above
the reference line, using α 10Χ attenuator probe and α
VOLTS/DIV switch setting of 0.5 V .

Using the formula :
Instantaneous _
Voltage

vertical Polarity VOLTS/DIV probe
distance Χ Polarity Χ Switch Χ attenuation

(divisions)

	

setting factor

Substituting the given values :

Instantaneous Voltage = 4.8 Χ +1 Χ 0.5 V Χ 10
The instantaneous voltage is +24 volts.

Voltage Comparison Measurements

1 . Apply α reference signal of known amplitude to the
INPUT connector. Using the VOLTS/DIV switch and the
VARIABLE control, adjust the d isp lay for an exact number
of d ivisions . Do not move the VARIABLE control after
obtaining the desired deflection .

2. Divide the amplitude of the reference signal (volts)
6. Establish the polarity of the signal . If the waveform is

	

by the product of the deflection (d ivisions) from step 1 and
above the reference line, the voltage is positive; below the

	

the VOLTS/DIV switch setting. This is the Deflection Con-
reference line, negative .

	

version Factor.

2-6

 



Operating Instructions-7A15

Deflection

	

6. Measure the vertical deflection in d ivisions and deter-
reference signal ampl itude (volts)

Conversion =

	

mine the amplitude by the following formula :
Factor

	

deflection (divisions) Χ VOLTS/DIV setting

3. To determine the amplitude of α signal compared to α
reference, disconnect the reference signal and apply the sig-
nal to be compared to the 7Α15 INPUT connector.

4. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to α setting that provides
sufficient deflection to make the measurement (do not
readjust the VARIABLE control) .

5. To establish an Adjusted Deflection Factor at any
setting of the VOLTS/DIV switch, multiply the VOLTS/
DIV switch setting by the Deflection Conversion Factor
established in step 2.

Adjusted
Signal Amplitude = Deflection

	

Χ

	

deflection
Factor (divisions)

Example : Assume α reference signal amplitude of 30
volts, α VOLTS/DIV switch setting of 5 V and α vertical
deflection of four divisions . Substituting these values in the
Deflection Conversion Factor formula (step 2) :

Deflection

	

30 volts
Conversion =

	

= 1.5
Factor

	

4 (div) Χ 5 V

Then with α VOLTS/DIV switch setting of 2 V, the
Adjusted Deflection F actor (step 5) is :

VOLTS/DIV

	

Deflection

	

Adjusted Deflection F actor = 2 V Χ 1 .5 = 3
Adjusted Deflection Factor =

	

switch

	

Χ

	

Conversion

	

volts/division
setting Factor

To determine the amplitude of an applied signal which
produces α vertical deflection of five divisions, use the Sig-

This Adjusted Deflection Factor is correct if the VAR-

	

ηαΙ Amplitude formula (step 6) :
IABLE control has not been moved from the position set in
step 1 .

	

Signal Am plitude = 3 V Χ 5 (div) = 15 volts
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Introduction

This section of the manual contains α description of the
circu itry used in the 7Α15 amplifier . The description begins
with α discussion of the instrument using the block diagram
shown in the diagrams section . Then each circuit is des-
cribed in detail using the block d iagram to show intercon-
nections between the circuits and relationsh i p of the front
panel controls to the individ ual stages .

SECTION 3
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the rear of this manual.

I NPUT connector, through the input coup ling circuit to the
VOLTS/DIV switch . The VO LTS/DI V switch provides the
appropriate input attenuation and applies the signal to the

	

Input Attenuator

7Α 15

In addition to the functions of the amplifier just ex-
plained , the 7Α 15 also provides readout logic for the ind i-
cator oscilloscope . Logic is supplied wh ich identifies the
display Polarity and the deflection factor, whether calibra-
ted or uncalibrated . When the IDENTI FY button is pressed,
the readout is erased and the word IDENTI FY appears . At
the same time, the bottom of R274 is grounded to deflect
the trace upward approximately 0.25 division .

DETAI LED CI RCU IT DESCR IPTION
Complete schematics of each circu it are given in the

Diagrams section . Refer to these diagrams throughout the

	

Input Coupling
following circuit description fo r electrical values and rela-
tionship.

	

Input signals applied to the I NPUT connector can be
AC-coupled, DC-coupled, or internally disconnected . With
the coup ling switch set to AC, the signal path is through
C1-R1-COUPL ING switch-C3- R3 and through the VOLTS/

BLOCK DIAG RAM DESC RIPTIO N

	

DIV switch to the input amplifier . Ιη this position, C1 pre-
vents the DC component of the signal from passing to the

The following discussion is provided to aid in under-

	

amplifier . With the COUPL ING switch set to DC, the signal

standing the overall concept of the 7Α15 before the ind i-

	

path is through C3-R 3 and the VO LTS/DI V switch to the
vidual circu its are d isc u ssed in detail . Each block on the

	

amplifier input . With the COUPL ING switch set to G N D,
Block Diagram, (in the Diagrams section) represents an indi-

	

the input signal is AC-coupled through C1-R 1-R2 to ground
vid ual circuit within the instrument . The number on each	to provide α constant load for the signal source . At the
block refers to the diagram on wh ich the com plete circu it is

	

same time, the amp lifier input is grounded to provide α 0
found .

	

volts reference level . Resistor R2 allows C1 to be pre-
charged in the GND position so the trace will remain on
screen when the AC button is pressed with α high DC level

The signal to be displayed on the CRT is applied to the

	

applied .

I nput Amplifier (Q103A-Q103B-Q110-Q210-Qll2-Q212) .

	

The effective overall deflection factor of the 7Α 15 is
The gain setting, variable gain, and variable balance adju st-

	

determined by the VOLTS/DIV switch attenuators . The
ments

	

are contained

	

in th is stage . The input signal

	

is

	

basic deflection factor of the 7Α15 is 5 mV per division of
changed from single-ended to differential by this stage and

	

deflection . To increase this basic deflection factor to the
applied to the polarity selection stage . The Polarity Selec-

	

values ind icated on the front panel, precision attenuators
tion stage (Q130-Q230-Q140-Q240) provides signal polarity

	

are switched into the input circuit . The input attenuators
inversion when the front panel POLARITY switch is set to

	

form frequency-compensated voltage dividers . For DC and
I NVERT.

	

low-frequency signals, they are primarily resistance dividers,
and the voltage attenuation is determined by the resistance
ratio in the circuit . The reactance of the capacitors in the

The Output Amp lifier stage (Q160-Q260-Q170-Q270)

	

circuit is so high at low frequencies th at thei r effect is
provides vertical positioning of the CRT display and im-

	

negligible . H owever, at higher frequencies, the reactance of
pedance match ing between the 7Α15 and the oscilloscope

	

the capacitors decreases and the attenuator becomes pri-
vertical

	

i nput .

	

The

	

Trigger

	

Pickoff

	

circuit,

	

marily α capacitance voltage divider .
0180-Q280-Q185-Q285, takes the signal from the emitters
of Q170-Q270 and am plifies it to provide + and - trigger

	

In addition to providing constant attenuation at all fre-
signals for the time base unit .

	

quencies within the bandwidth of the system, the input
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attenuators are designed to maintain the same input RC

	

and Q260 is provided by R 161-C161 and R 261-C261

	

'
characteristics for each setting of the VO LTS/DI V switch .

	

respectively . R 171-C171 and R 271-C271 provide thermal
The attenuators contain adju stable shunt capacitors to pro-

	

compensation

	

for

	

Q170

	

and	Q270

	

respectively .
vide input capacitance .

	

C253-C175-R 175 are high-frequency peaking ad justments
for calibration of the 7Α 15 .

Input Amplifier

The signal from the input attenuator is connected to the
Input Amp lifier th rough R 109- R 100-R 101-C101 . These
resistors are part of the attenuation network at all VO LTS/
DIV switch positions . Resistor R 101 limits the overdrive
gate current of input FET Q103A. C101-CR 102-C102 pro-
vide an input protection circu it to protect Q103A from
large negative voltage swings . Protection from la rge positive
voltage swings is provided by Q110, wh ich effectively
clamps the source of input FET Q103A to the +15 volt
supply .

The input signal is coupled through sou rce follower

	

Readout Block
Q103A and emitter follower Q110 to the base of Q112,
one-half of the input paraphase amplifier . The other half of

	

An analog coding system is used in the 7Α15 to convey
the paraphase amplifier, Q212, is α grounded-base con-

	

information from the p lug-in to the oscilloscope readout
figuration . The reference voltage level at the base of Q212

	

section . Each symbol used by the 7Α 15 requires two cur-
is set by the VA R BAL control, α front panel ad j ust . The

	

rents to define it . This readout information is encoded on
paraphase amplifier converts the single-en ded input into α

	

~° output lines, interface connectors Α37 and Β37, by the

	

,
differential output . The gain of the am plifier is set in th is

	

A30tοrs between output
and B33 .

and interface connectors
stage by front panel GAI N control R 121 with the variable

	

Α30, Α32, Α33, Β29, Β32 and

	

33.
control set to the CAL IN position . With the VAR IABLE
control in the ou tward (uncalibrated) position and turned

	

Refer to Schematic Diagram 3 in the Diagrams section to

	

'fully counterclockwise to minimum resistance, the gain of find th ititdithilif hthe amplifier is reduced by α factor of at least 2.5 . Thise ressors assocae

	

w

	

α partcuar settng o te
extends the maximum uncalibrated deflection factor to at

	

Tiηα

	

resistors
switch .

least 12.5 volts/d ivision . Damping resistors R 114 and R214
in the collector circu its of Q112 and Q212 respectively,

	

The probe connected to the I NPUT connector forms αserve to damp out any ringing or oscillations. C1 14-R 115

	

voltage divider with 1175 to the -15 volt power supp l

	

Thy e.and C214- R215 are thermal compensation networks,
amount of probe resistance will determine the bias applied '
to the base of Q80 . For example, with α 10Χ attenuator

Polarity Selection Stage

	

probe such as the Ρ6053 Probe connected to the I NPUT
connector, the bias applied to the base of Q80 will allow

T h e

	

P olarity Selection Stage ma d e up of

	

100 microamperes of collector current to flow . When the
Q130-Q230-Q140-Q240 Vrονίdes α means of ίην. ιrtίηg the

	

t ίme slot pulse from the oscillosc

	

itt

	

itfopenerrogaes n erace
input signal . With the POLAR ITY switch set to +UP, Q130

	

connector Β33, this 100 microamperes of current is added
and Q230 are biased on and the sign al is passed straight

	

to the current corresponding to the setting of the VO LTS/
through to the output amplifier . With the PO LA R ITY

	

DIV switch to increase the deflection factor (in the d is-switch set to I NVERT, Q130 and Q230 are biased off and

	

played readout) by α factor of 10 . Refer to the appropriateQ140-10240 are turned on to provide signal inversion .

	

oscilloscope Instruction Manual for more ίη fοrmα+ίοη onC131- R 131 and C231-R 231 are thermal compensation net-

	

the Readout System .System .
works .

Output Amplifier

T h e Out p ut Am p lifier is com p ose d of
Q160-Q260-Q170-Q270 and their associated circuitry . The
vertical POSITION control is located in the input to th is
stage . Thermistor RT151 and varactors CR 154-C R 254 pro-
vide proper com pensation for transient response with
changes of temperature . Thermal compensation for Q160

3-2

Trigger P ickoff Stage

T h e Trigger P ic k off stage consists of
Q180-Q280-Q185-Q285 and their associated circuitry .
Emitter followers Q180 and Q280 provide isolation be-
tween the trigger output circuit and the signal output cir-
cuit to prevent load ing of the signal output amp lifier.
R 186-C186 and R 284-C284 provide thermal compensation
for Q185 and Q285 respectively . The trigger output ampli-
tude is approximately the same as the signal output ampli-
tude .

The oscilloscope d is played readout will give the correct
deflection factor from the probe ti p (using the recom-
mended attenuator probes), whereas the VO LTS/DIV knob
on the plug-in will disp lay only the plug-in deflection fac-
tor .

ι

The trace IDEN TI FY button, when pressed , does two
th ings :

	

I

ι
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1 . It grounds the junction of R75-R274 (bottom end

	

hard, and the displayed readout is replaced by the word
of R274) to deflect the trace upward about 0.25 divi-

	

IDENTI FY .
sion .

These two actions aid in identifying the 7Α15 trace
when multip le traces are d isplayed on the C RT . When the

2 . The base of Q80, wh ich is connected to the junc-

	

IDENTI FY button is released , the readout is restored to its
tion of R75-R274, is also grou nded . Th is turns Q80 on

	

previous d isp lay .

 



NOTES

 


